




t ~' /- MONDAY . . . . 10:00
a.m., MAY TENTH, Nine-
teen Hundred Sixty-Five
MEMORIAL COLISEUM
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY - LEXINGTON
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
University Marshal
Professor Thomas B. Stroup
The National and University Colors
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the School of Architecture
The Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Members of All-University Units
"l he Candidates for Advanced Decrees, including the Candidates for
Degrees from the College of Medicine
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the School of Architecture
The Deans of the Colleges and other Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The President of the University
ORDER OF EXERCISES
PRESIDENT JOHN WIELAND OSWALD, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION-Rt. Rev. Mons. Leonard B. Ntenebors
Mary Queen of the Holy Rosary
Lexington, Kentucky
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS
Two Ceremonial Pieces for Trumpets and Organ Johann Pezel
Jack Hyatt and James Darling, trumpets
Arnold Blackburn, organ
REMARKS President Oswald
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS President Oswald
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS Dr. Arnold D. Albright
CONFERRING OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Oswald
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES. President Oswald
ALMA MATER ................................................... Carl A. Lampert
BENEDICTION-The Reverend Richard T. Harbison































ALBERT DENNIS KIRWAN, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHyt
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
John James B. Ayres ... Psychology
Dissertation: "Conditioned Suppression and the Egger-Miller
tion Hypothesis"
Austin W. Barrows, Jr. . .. Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "A study of the (n,n'o) Reactions in V"\ and Mn;';5and the
Reaction Fig (d,n)Ne>Q"
Sang-Jean Cho Physics Lexington
Dissertation: "Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions of the Hydrogen Mole-
cular Ion Hat in Excited States and the Ingllsteller Limits
of the Hydrogen Series in Plasmas"
James Kimbrough Cole" Psychology Asheville, N. C.
Dissertation: "The Effects of Amount of Information and Information
Bias on Attitude"
Martin Jay Crowe* Sociology State College, Pa.
Dissertation: "The Occupational Adaptation of a Selected Group of East-
ern Kentuckians in Southern Ohio"
Everett Wilford Cunningham** .... Political Science
Dissertation: "The Contemporary Republican Party in
Boice Neal Daugherty Psychology
Dissertation: "The Influence of the Value and Size
mati on of Their Numerousness"
Ledford Wayne Dobson * * Economics Bowling Green
Dissertation: "Portfolio Policies of Member Banks in the Fourth Federal
Reserve District, 1953-1962"
Wayne Franklin Ewbank* Agricultural Economics Marshall, III.
Dissertation: "Burley Tobacco Supply Functions for Selected Areas of
Kentucky"
Doris Ethington Follettie Psychology EI Paso, Tex.
Dissertation: "Recall Presentation Time as a Function of Complexity of
Visual Displays"
Donald Tha Frazier* PhysioJogy and Biophysics Lexington
Dissertation: "Experimental Analysis of the Cholinergic Properties of the
Primary Afferent Pathway"
James Arnett Graves Political Science Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the Legal and Organizational Relationships of
International Organizations and Their Host States: With
Emphasis on the United Nations and the United States"
Lawrence C. Grebstetn ' * Psychology Providence, R. l .
Dissertation: "Defensive Behavior in an Interpersonal Situation: A Func-
tional Approach"
Ben William Hayes Animal Science Kuttawa
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Concentrations of B-Vitamins in Rumi-
nal Fluid"
Troy Walker Hinton" * Agricultural Economics Knoxville, Tenn.
Dissertation' "Optimum Number, Location, and Size of Fluid Milk Pro-








of Objects on Esfl-
Roads
N C.
* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31, 1964.




James Hayden loleheart "" ..... Education





Donald Ray Kelley** Chemistry Round Hill, Va.
Dissertation: "The Svnthests of Some Pyrimidine and Pyridazine Azo
Dyes Related to Butter Yellow"
James Martin Kline" Physics Murray
Dissertation: "Thermoelectric Properties of Bismuth Trisulfide"
Daniel Willis Lynch Economics Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Dissertation: "The Development of State and Local Debt in Kentucky:
1890-1962"
Robert Lee McGuire ..... Animal Science Raleigh,
Dissertation: "Effects of Frequency of Feeding on Excrefion of Chromic
Oxide, Crude protein, and Gross Energy and on Nutrient
Digestibility by Steers"
Louis John Mensonides* ...... Diplomacy Blacksburg, Va.
Dissertation: "United States Foreign Policy: Germany 1945-1959, with
Emphasis on the Eisenhower Administration"
..... Animal Science Manhattan, Kan.





Ralph Edward Mitchell ... Diplomacy Oxford, O.
Dissertation: "Atomic Air Power and American Foreign Policy: The Pe-
riod of Nuclear Monopoly 1945-1949"
Richter Hermann Moore, Jr."" Political Science Johnson City, Tenn.
Dissertation: "The Effect of Treaties on Private Rights' and Government
in the United States"
Dolores Louise Noll English
Dissertation: "The Love Universe in Late-Medieval English and Scottish
Allegorical Love Poetry"
Donald Ray Ramage*" Animal Science Lexington
Dissertation: "An Evaluation of the Calcium Requirement of the Ges-
tating Gilt"
David Cox Redding .. Diplomacy Washington, D. C.
Dissertation: "European Capital Market Integration and the United States
Balance of Payments"
Donald Clark Robbins ..... History Stratford, Conn.
Dissertation: "Joseph Story: The Early Years 1779-1811"
Harriett Abraham Rose" Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "Prediction and Prevention of Freshman Attrition"
Donald Shadoan" . .. Agricultural Economics Richmond
Dissertation: "Structural Factors in Retailing Eggs in Kentucky"
James Patrick Sullivan History Louisville
Dissertation: "Louisville and Her Southern Alliance, 1865-1890"
Har! Suseno . ... Biological Sciences Bogar, Indonesia
Dissertation: "The Relation of Peroxidase and Polyphenol Oxidase Ac-
tivity to Symptom Development in Tobacco Plants Sepa-
rately Infected with Three Strains of Tobacco Mosaic
Virus"
Berea
Alfred Philip Tadajewski *" Psychology Louisville
Dissertation: "An Experimental Investigation of the Effects of Pre-birth
Analgesia and Anesthesia on Activity Levels of the Neo-
nate"




Relations, 1933-1936: The Years of uncer-
James Walter Wilson Anatomy Louisville
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Experimentally Produced Hyper-
tensive Disease and Its Effects on the Cardiovascular Sys-
tem of Cats (Felis Domesticus) as Related to Hypertensive
Disease in Humans"
"Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
*" Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
William H. Zuber, Jr... . Chemistry Forest





CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION!
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Alberta M. Chapman·· .. Business Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Introduction to Business and Its Role in
Collegiate Business Curriculum"
... Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of Trait Patterns Affecting the Academic
formance of Forty Selected High School Subjects in
ette County, Kentucky"
.. Curriculum Lexington
Determining the Changes in the Instruc-
Resulting from Consolidation: A Case
tnsser tetton: "A Procedure for
tional Program
Study"
Carlus Falkenstine Agricultural Education
Dissertation: "A Study of School Dropouts in Bourbon County
mine Their Needs for Vocational Education"
.Foundations
Two Current Arguments for Aid"Analysis of
Schools"
Leonard Clemont McDowell·· .... Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Proposal for Comprehensive Area Vocational Schools to
Meet the Need in Vocational Education in Kentucky"
Drewry Meece, Jr. ...Administration Russell
tnssertertco: "A Study of Relationship Between Certain Personal and
Professional Variables and Time Spent in Lesson Prepara-
tion by Kentucky Teachers"
William Fred Taylor ..... Foundations
Dissertation: "A Survey of the Development and Current Status of Jun-



























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF ARTS!
NAME
Sandra Jane Alexander··
Carol Ann Beeslev" "
Rowena Holliday Boehlinq" "
Reece Alexander Bond
Rosemary Kent Boyer" *
Michael Warren Brcwn-Beastev"
























• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.




Jere L. Calmes History
James Chester Claypool History
Charles Claude Clever Mathematics .
Bonnie Wells Conley* Classics
Fred Hugh Cornelius English .
Jasper Creech** English
Gilbert Lewis Crouse** Economics
Mark Cunningham, Jr. * Psychology
Richard McCullough Dom* Anatomy




.................. Diplomacy and International
Commerce Oak Lawn, III.
Carroll Bruce Fitch, Jr. ..Spanish Lexington
Lloyd Wayne Franks .Historv Elliston
Mary Cecile Garmon Spanish Lexington
William Joseph George* Music Erlanger
William H. Gerlach** Political Science Richmond
Jeanne A. Goff * * Sociology Deland, Fla.
John E. Hammer** History Covington
Rosemary R. Hartman * Psychology Oreland, Pa.
Suzanne Shively Havens English Visalia, Calif.
Elizabeth Ann Heard* * Mathematics Lexington
Ruth Bradfute Heizer Philosophy Georgetown
Jerry Spalding Helm Mathematics Lebanon
Marilyn Jean Hendricks History. Plattsmouth, Nebr.
Barbara D. Hlckev" " Political Science Lexington
David Leo Kruegel** .Sociology Spring Valley, Minn.
Eun Sui Lee** Sociology Seoul, Korea
Joe P. Lewellyn* Anthropology Delmar, N. Y.
Nedra Diane Lundberg** English Dixon, S. Oak.
Gail Marie Matthews* Psychology Highland Springs, Va.
Erich Fritz Mende* Economics Cincinnati, O.
Harold Wayne Miller* .. Diplomacy and International
Commerce Lexington
Malcolm Keenan Miller .. Psychology Lexington
David Winchell Novak" * Psychology Park Ridge, [II.
Robert B. Phtlltos "" Physical Education N. Royalton, 0.
James Edward Quisenberry Speech Moreland
Doris Bowles Reichert** English Whitewater, Wis.
Schultz Riggs* Mathematics .. Owensboro
Mary 'Skipper Ryan . French Lexington
lssam Safady English Hebron, Jordan
Shirley Sanders . Psychology Lexington
John Francis A. Seggar** Sociology St. Joseph, Mo.

















* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.




lee Houston Stinnett* *
Louise Boswell Tipton**
Robert Eugene Tucker
Wallace Anson Clinton Williams*
Virginia Bess Witherspoon


















N. Conway, N. H.
Russell Springs
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE!
NAME




John H. Brevit " *
Pauline Rose Clarice * *
Joe Richard Cowles
Larry Nei I Craft
Darrel D. Dobbs" *
Donald Campbell Dykes
Nancy Rodgers Dykes" *





Walter Lee Helton *
Charles Edward Holbrook * *
Karl Francis Kuhn * *
Sammy Duane Latham
Kathleen Elizabeth Lips*
.Joseph K. Long III * *
Bernard L. Madison *
John Forrest Mahoney













































































Ann Arbor, Mich .
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 10, 1965, if all require-
ments are met.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Utai Ruangwit* * .. ..Anatomy....... Bangkok, Thailand
Martin John Sablik Physics Long Island City, N. Y
Sarah Kyle Harding Sibinovic Microbiology Champaign, 111
LeRoy Victor Smith* * Physical Education Lexington
Sheldon Steiner* * Microbiology.............. Lexington
James Wi Ison Stepp * * Mathematics Prestonsburg
Juhara Sukra Zoology Sukabumi, Indonesia
Donald Curtis Taylor** Mathematics . Lexington
Bwee Lan Tjong* .. ..Mathematics Djakarta, Indonesia
Dawan Sugandi Udikartaprawira Poultry Science Boqor, Indonesia
Juju Wahju Poultry Nutrition Bogor, Indonesia
Charles Newell Warren Physics Lyndon
Peter Walter Whaley* Geology Selbyville, Del
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE!
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
David Mitchell Allen** Dairy Science Sebree
Sjarifuddin Baharsjah Agricultural Economics Bogor, Indonesia
Marcus Randall Barnett" Agricultural Extension Versailles
Steven Arnold Callahan" Agricultural Economics Bowling Green
David Lee Coffey* * Horticufture Liberty
Leslie Donald Colvin* * Dairy Science Campbellsville
Marvin E. Davidson* Agronomy Kevil
John Wade Deme Horticulture Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Finnell Lowell Fields Agricultural Extension Mt. Sterling
Robert A. Floyd Agronomy .. Yosemite
Wallace I. Halcomb** Agricultural Extension Williamsburg
Gene T. Harris Agricultural Economics Franklin
Ted Howard* ...Dairy Science Hopkinsville
Letta W. Jasper .Agricultural Economics Louisville
William Edgar King* * Entomology Dalton, Ga.
Danny Bruce Laster" Animal Science Scotts Hill, Tenn.
Hugh Wilson Mahin Animal Science Keene
Amris Makmur* .. .. Horticulture Bogor, Indonesia
William Kenneth Martin** Agronomy Clinton
Roy Mason Morrison** Animal Science Pikeville
Asikin Natasasmita* Animal Science Bogor, Indonesia
William Avery Norman .Plant Pathology Summer Shade
Asa Irvin Overall" Agricultural Economics Georgetown
Thomas Ray Phelps" Horticulture Hardinsburg
Rankin Elwood Powell** .Agronomy Corydon
George Raymond Prigge** Horticulture Union
Rochani Rastd!" * ·· : Rural Sociology Bogor, Indonesia
Clint Manly Reese" Animal Science Cary, N. C.
Katherine K. Russell** Agricultural Extension Carrollton
\
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
*" Degree awarded July 31, 1964.









































































R. J. Wi dodo Djojosoewart-o"
Daniel Joseph Dunne
Richard Douglas Harris







• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
t Degrees not previously awarded will
mente are met.
be conferred as of May 10, 1965, if all require-
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NAME ADDRESS
David Alan Johnson" Ashland
Terrell Anthony Lassetter" * Lexington
Henry Clay Locklar, Jr Lexington
Maurice Lawrence Miller, Jr. Lexington
Sushi! Gajendrarai Munshi** Ahmedabad, India
Fred L. Rogers, Jr. * Lexington
James Curtus Warwick * Billings, Mont.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING!
NAME
Mohammed Junaid Barlas** ..
Alvin Benton Broderson* ..
R. Harijono Djcjodihardjo" .
Robert Foster Graham .
Albert Benjamin Hackriev ' ..










CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
MINING ENGINEERING!
NAME
Bruce Wayne Finley* *
ADDRESS
White Plains
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION!
NAME
Pauline Barbara Allen** ..
Marion Jokl Ball ..
William Banks .
Gertrude Webb Banta ..
Larry Joe Barr" .
Lynda Carol Beemer" * .. .
John Pope Blackshear* * .
Richard Carlton Boys ..
Ivan Mayo Bradley* ..
Loretta Dixon Bradley .
Phyllis Payton Brandenburg* * . .
Betty JoAnne Braden Burnett * * .
Kaya Can
James Donald Casey .
Ralph H. Childers* * .
Ann D. Clark ..























• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
··Degrce awarded f ulv 3),1964.




Jane Freeman Crowell" * ....
Charles Walter Daugherty* *
Edna Lytle Daugherty*
Sandra Davidson * *
Patsy McLain Davis" *
William Gordon Duncan
Gayle Webb Ecton
Anna Bizer Elam * *
Jusuf Enoch ..
Harry Hawkins Farris * *
Ruby Elliott Fleming * *
Jack 8. Friess" *
William Woolfolk Gravelv" *
George W. Gray
Elizabeth Megibben Griswold* *
Paul Edwin Griswold* *
Atha Jim Grogan * *
Adrian L. Halt
Karen Chase Hall .
William Oley Hall, Jr.
William Walter Hall"
Fannie Rutherford Harris"
Willis Ray Haws" *
David Lawrence Hetzer" *
Janice Lee Woford Helm *
Wanda P. Higbee*
Alberta Hazely High * *
Anne Patton Hilgartner* * .
Eugene Wesley Huddle" *
Charles Talton Hughes, Jr. *
Randall Trotter Hughes**
Jean Bell Janes" * ....
James Maurice Johnson"
Bobbie Jean Clark Karsner" *





Lula Martin Mclnteer* *
Mildred King McKinley* *
William Howard Martin .
Frances Douglas Mashburn




Billy Ray Moffett ...
Teddy R. Morford* *
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
























































John Stansbury Owen, Jr.""
Eddie Kyle Parker""
Lillian Hutchins Parson""













Alice McCullough Strenqe" "
William Rodman Tabb ""
Gilbert B. Tanner" '"
James Robert Tavlor ""
Calvin Truman Terhune"'''
Dorothy Geraldine Thomas""
Barbara R. Timberlake" '"
Margaret B. Treedwav" "
Janet Van Hoose"
Marjorie Smith Walden




Mary Martha wuhams ' "
John Elwood Wise*"
Anna Mary Wolfe""
Edith Belle Yates" *
Linda Lou Arnold Yang""




















































• Degree awarded December 19, 1964
• * Degree awarded july 31, 1964.




Mary Kelly Compton * *
James Claudus Coomer* *
lsobel R. Crutchfield




Geneva Belt Harrison * *
LouiseC. Hart" *
Lena G. Hawkins **
Anna Lanon Johnson" *
Charles E. Larew" *
Mary Alice Lay" *




Wilmoth Arnold Rock * *
Mary Ella Smith **





Sue Ann West* *
Oredia Carlene Whitaker" *































CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION!
NAME
Philip Alan Beals*
Charles Frederick Berge * *





John Edwin McClure, Jr.
John Francis McCourt
M. Duane Mclnturf* *




William Joseph Shumann* *
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.



























Big Stone Gap, Va.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN LIBRARY SCIENCE!
NAME




Nelva Giles Crum* *
Chien Hwa Feng
Henrietta Elizabeth Greever" ..
Bessie Drake Heeter" *
Jo Ann White Koehne**
Isadora Derow Kunitz
Harry Reginald Laswell *
Frances Parrish Lester" *
Ann Wing Montgomery* * ..
Elizabeth Lee Morgan**
James Norman O'Leary" * .
Lily Koeshartini Somadikarta* * ..
Bernice Edwards Ussery* ..
Jane Neal White





















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PUBLIC HEALTH!
NAME







New York, N. Y.
Frankfort
NAME
Selesta Faith Reid Alberg * *
Charles Lowrance Bradley" *















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC!
* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
* * Degree awarded july 31, 1964.
t Degrees not previously awarded will
merits are met.
be conferred as of May 10, 1965, if all require-
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTSt
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Jed Abrams" Political Science Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gilbert Clement Adams Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Jimmy Ray Adkins Topical Field: Recreation Henderson
Kathleen Chandler Adkins English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
........................ Miliary Science .
................•..... Chemistry .
......... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
Natalie Craven Allen ................•....... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ...
James Claybrooke Allison 11* Radio, Television and Films
William Hampton Allison English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ...
Carol Jean Ambron English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Rebecca Irene Anderson Political Science
Carol Andrews Archer English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Annette Louise Armstrong English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Anne McCutchen Arvin English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Phyllis Ann Bailey Modern Foreign Languages
Maurice Edward Bandy Chemistry
Philip Charles Bare English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
John Ray Barker" Chemistry
Antoinette Barton Modern Foreign Languages
Barbara Lucille Baxter English, Speech and






Languages Pleasure Ridge Park





























~ Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
··Degree awarded July 31,1964.




Brian Boldt" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
James Merle Bowling Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Javan Botts Bradley* Psychology
Melissa Bradley History
Dennis Edward Bricking .Political Science
Elaine Brite English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Wade Hampton Brown** Chemistry
Wilma B. Brown" * . Social Work
Keith Marion Burchett Political Science
Samuel Lewis Burke Political Science
Eileen Frances Burklow Topical Field: Horsemanship
Ercel JoAnne Burks Modern Foreign Languages
'Bing Irvin Bush Arts-Law
William Taylor Cain .History .
Darryl Patrick Calderon * * Psychology
Donald Winston Campbell English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Felicia Shoemaker Carson * * English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Oneida, Tenn.
George Robert Carter" * Political Science Hazard
Catherine Lyle Casstdv" * English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
John Charles Caton Chemistry
Ray Forno Cawood* Diplomacy and International
Commerce
John Beatty Caywood Sociology
-, James Allen Combs Arts-Law
Carl Timothy Cone History
Marie Turpen Copeland .Library Science
Elizabeth Ann Cornett Political Science
Nancv-Jo Cotton .Hrstorv
John Raymond Cox" History
William Gary Crabtree English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
................. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Corinne Emily Crutcher Topical Field: Recreation
Jane Victoria Torres Cruz* Political Science
.....Peter Malcolm Davenport Arts-Law
Gail Edmond Davidson Speech Pathology
David Lee Davies Philosophy
Thurman Blanton Davis History
Mildred Ann Dickinson English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
James Gregory Dobbins Chemistry
Thomas Kenton Donaldson Mathematics and Astronomy
Frances Elaine Croley
* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.











































...... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts




...... Diplomacy and International
Commerce
.......... Sociology





.......... Radio, Television and Fi Ims
.............. Political Science




........... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.................... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
........... Chemistry






........... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Geography
.................. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.. Political Science
.................. Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Joy Goolsby English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ......
\Forrest Christie Gorman Arts-Law


































Lynda Lee Glore *
John D. Goodin**
Judith Lynn Gower








































• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Linda Joyce Greene Social Work.
Billie Eileen Guthrie Hygiene and Public Health
Caroline Elizabeth Haase Political Science
Keith W. Hagan Chemistry
Marguerite Lloyd Haqler " " English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Barbara James Haile Social Work ..
Anne Taylor Hampton English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
................. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Cleveland, Tenn .
........... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Charles Henry Harpole English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Henderson
William Robey Harris, Jr. .. Arts-Law Lexington
Barbara Elaine Hart Classics Apalachin, N. Y.
Lawrence Joseph Hartman English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Priscilla Mayleda Hauch·· English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Mary Anne Hauser English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Lana Anne Hawkins" Social Work
James Harry Hazlett" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
Curtis Edward Hemlepp, Jr. * Art ..
Julie Hessel Hemlepp Art ..
Margaret Elizabeth Hernphill" " English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Carroll Baldwin Henr-y" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Paris
Mary Susan Heiserman Modern Foreign Languages. Anamosa, Iowa
Norman Allan Harshfield English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
Harriet Jane Hieber·· Social Work
Nancy Victoria Hightower .. History
Carol Ann Horn" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Albert Baughman Hoskins III Topical Field; Biological
Bases of Behavior
........... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
Louise Wilhelmina Huss Psychology
Katherine Anne Iliston History
David Raymond Irvin Arts-Law
Katherine Holmes l rvin " Art





• Degree awarded December 19, 196<1.



































............ English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.......... Psychology










.... _ ......... Political Science
.... Social Work.
....... History .
................ English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Martin Jeffrey Kornfeld" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts.. Linden, N. J.
Robert Lee Kosid History Glenview, III.
Carol Jean Landenberger Sociology Lexington
Alice Jeanne Landrum Russian Area Studies Covington
Elizabeth V. Layton" Russian Area Studies Livia
Charlene Lea** Topical Field: Costume Design
and Merchandising S. Ft. Mitchell
.......................... Chemistry ..... Ashland
.................... Modern Foreign Languages .. Alexandria, Va .
.......................... Diplomacy and International
Commerce Martin
Mary Amelia Lenz Art Education Crestwood
Norman V. Lewis Chemistry Bowling Green
" Vernon G. Lewter Arts-Law Lexington
.... Gary Lee Littleton Arts-Law Grayson
Lydia Adele Loqwin Art N. Brunswick, N. J.
Deborah Ann Long Modern Foreign Languages Covington
Maury Allen Lubman Topical Field: The Biological and Social
Bases of Behavior. Clifton, N. J.
Carole Reid Luckett. .. Social Work Versailles
Jo Ardery McCauley Topical Field: Background for
Personnel Administration
David S. McCracken* Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Joseph E. McDonald* Political Science
Lucia Ann McDowell Modern Foreign Languages
Eloise Austin McGraw History




Paula Gayle Jansen ....
Jacqueline Jones








































* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
*. Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Pauline McNair* ...Modern Foreign Languages
Charles Kenny Maffet Chemistry
Walter Flippin Maguire History
Sue Sanford Marshall English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Carlisle
Trudy Belle Mascia Speech Pathology Cincinnati, 0
Joy Mae Mason Chemistry Paintsville
Anne Frances Mattingly Psychology Owensboro
James Warren May Chemistry Louisville
Martin Douglas May* Political Science Lexington
Patrick Martin Mayerchak Political Science Covington
Kathryn Christine Mayland Modern Foreign Languages .... Jeffersontown
Ronald Carvell Meaux Art Lexington
Ernest Medina Psychology Louisville
Constance Challenger Mellon English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Aiken, S. C.
Arthur Daniel Meyer, Jr. . Chemistry Lexington
Cap Carden Middleton** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts .
.Radio, Television and Films
....... Chemistry
... Political Science
............. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Danville
Claire Barksdale Moore English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
................... Chemist~
.................. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
............... Social Work
.............. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.................. Sociology
..................... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Gary Scott Nunley English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Donald Howard Oaks History
Mary Louise O'Connell* Radio, Television and Films.
George Nils Olson Political Science
Tracie Patricia Owen History
Phillip Gregory Padgett Chemistry
Rosa Lee Parr . Radio. Television and Films
Margaret Ann Parsons Psychology
Virginia Nester Patton** Social Work
Dana E. Peck .. Modern Foreign Languages
<, James Franklin Perkins .' Arts-Law
Deborah Kirk Phinney Modern Foreign
Languages
Helen Gay Mi lIer ..
Howard Mize, Jr ..
Gregory Lee Monge * *
Nancy Lee Montgomery
Glenn Irvin Moore





• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .






























NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Margaret Sue Pierson Social Work Whitmore Lake, Mich.
BillieClay Pigg Anthropology ., Lexington
Carol Ann Pitman .Topical Field: Interior Design Frankfort
Susan Kay Pope Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
EmilyStull Potter" English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
Eugenia G. Powell Topica\ Field: American
Civilization
Christina Balthus Preston English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts ..
Penny Suzanne Price Social Work .
Ora Ruth Purdy* History
Eveleen V. Quinn* English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Yonkers, N. Y.
Mary Elizabeth Ratcliff Topical Field: physical and Biological
Bases of Behavior . Lexington
Political Science Kensington, Md.
History Jeffersontown
.... History ..... Lexington




............... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts




..... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts S. Ft. Mitchell
lynn Forsyth Russell........... ..Modern Foreign Languages. Rockledge, Fla.
Virginia Kaye Sabel Diplomacy and International
Commerce
................. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Madisonville
Nancy Schimpeler* Modern Foreign Languages Pewee Valley
Melvin Bruce Schisler Philosophy Memphis, Tenn.
Carol lyn Schultz* Psychology Woodbine, N. J.
William David Schulz Chemistry Ashland































• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .

















Painted Post, N. Y.






...... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Owensboro
.Modern Foreign Languages .. Drexel Hill, Pa.
. Journalism Frankfort
.... .Soctolcov Lexington
... Topical Field: Interior Design Calvert City
... Social Work Florence
...... Sociology Bethpage, N. Y.
..Radio, Television and Films Prestonsburg
.... Topical Field: Development of
the United States as a World
Power Sands Point, N. Y.
... History Frankfort
... English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts




............. English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts
.History




.... Modern Foreign Languages
. .... Social Work
Diplomacy and International
Commerce
Hugh Manning Walker, Jr. ..Modern Foreign Languages
Keith Ashley Warren .. Political Science.
Bradley Faulkner Watkins Philosophy
Annette Westphal Chemistry
Barbara Ann White History
Patricia Colleen Wickham** Psychology
Elizabeth Vaughn Wiggins Modern Foreign Languages
James Morris Williams, Jr. . Chemistry
















Carl Thomas Spina .
Charles Herbert Spradlin*












Constance Emilie Vossmeyer .




Maior Garland Woodroof III
Barbara Yeoman ......
Edward Clarence Ziegler ..
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .


































CANDI DATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE!
James William Hardin
Nancy Eunice Harmon * *
Ruth Lorraine Holt.
Charles William Hudnall
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Barbara Carter Allen* . ..Microbiology Lexington
EugeneMiller Barnes, Jr. .Chemistry Versailles
Daniel Ragan Baugh, Jr. * * ..Physics .... Lexington
Donald Larry Best . Mathematics and Astronomy..... Lexington
Robert Allan Blair Microbiology Frankfort
Burl Paul Bocerdus"" Arts-Forestry . Pikeville
Jerry Fox Bryant Chemistry. Lexington
Paul Ezekiel Buck** Arts-Dentistry Louisville
Mary K. Bunnell Mathematics and Astronomy Munfordville
Richard Eugene Capps" . Zoology . Lewiston, N. Y.
Slade L. Carr, J r. * * Arts-Medicine Covington
Nancy Harrison Chill* Hygiene and Public Health Lexington
James Chester Clark Zoology Louisville
John Sherman Cole 111 Microbiology Garden Grove, Calif.
John Homer Compton, Jr. .. Zoology .. Lexington
Carrie Elizabeth Johnson Conrad* * Zoology Hebron
Michael Prentice Cox Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
james Alan Cranston Microbiology Lexington
Richard Alvin Crawley* * Geology Louisville
James Douglas Crutchfield ..Chemistry Lexington
Walter Harold Duvall Mathematics and Astronomy Cecilia
Donna Jean Ellis Mathematics and
Astronomy Madison, W. Va.
James Randel Elrod Mathematics and Astronomy .. Valley Station
Charles David Emerson... .. Psychology Lexington
Roger Lewis Ewing Microbiology Falmouth
Benjamin B. Finzer* * Geology Kenilworth, III.
Robert Angelo Fusco" * Zoology Middletown, N. Y.
James Michael Gracey" Zoology Lexington
Wayne Gareth Hanners* Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
judith Ann Hamilton Botany. Lexington
Carole Lynn Hamm Microbiology . Liberty
William Darrell Hammonds ..Microbiology Winchester
Barbara Ann Hampton Topical Field: Medical
Secretaryship
... Zoology
... Mathematics and Astronomy





.......... Mathematics and Astronomy
Kelley Physics ..

















* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31,1964.




.Zoology Franklin, N. J.
... Physics Centralia, III.
........... Topical Field; Biological and Social
Bases of Behavior Owensboro
James Donald Lee" Physics . Ashland






Mayo Jane Lynam .Microbiology ..
Robert Joseph McDaniel**" Psychology ..
Willard Lee Mahan*" ..... ..Microbiology
Wayne Forrest Maultsby Mathematics and Astronomy
Mark Vincent Marlowe*" Psychology ..
Martha Jean Minogue Mathematics and Astronomy
Sally Crossland Money**" Microbiology .
James Walter Morris*" Botany .
Richard Curtis Musick Chemistry
John Bentley Neale Chemistry
James Donald Nelson Chemistry
Mitchel Chester Newman *" Zoology ..
Marie Eloise Newsom Zoology
Sharon Temple Perkms" Mathematics and Astronomy
Ann Carolyn Pnce ' *" Arts-Medicine .
Don Michael Ratcliff Zoology
Kyle Yates Rone Mathematics and Astronomy
Robert Ward Rummel" Microbiology
Calvin Lee Schoulttes Microbiology
Lydia Wells Sledge ..Mathematics and
Astronomy
............ Topical Field; Child
Development Brodhead
Arnold Davis Sprague III Chemistry Sturgis
John Michael Stallard Physics Lexington
William Earl Stanfill Physics _..... Lexington
Paul Steven Stapf Zoology Greenup
Ronald Stephen Strange Chemistry Covington
Gunilla Gayle Sylvan Microbiology Louisville
Amos Darrell Teckett " Zoology Murray
Nancy Hamilton Tompkins* Mathematics and Astronomy Lexington
Laurence Michael T umbrink Chemistry Carrollton
Thomas C. Vanaman*"* Chemistry Lexington
Francis Marshall Van Meter, Jr Chemistry Lexington
Dorislyn Wheeler Hygiene and Public Health Lexington
Bobby Gene White Anatomy and Physiology Albany
Judith Ellen White Microbiology Ashland




Joseph Henry Kurre, Jr.
Randy Lee Lewellen




























• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
•• Degree awarded July 31,1964
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Betty Jo Wiglesworth Botany
Ernest Thomas Wightman, Jr... .. Physics
Wende Joyce Winters Microbiology














Carol Anne Keller" *
Colin Ronald Macleod*

























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC!
NAME
Dianne Davidson





Lois Jean Miller* *
Donna Kathryn Poore ......
Carole Gleason Reynolds
Victor Phillip Rislow 111























* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.




Carolyn Frances Bishop .
Suzanne Bufkin Compton .
Doris Ann Critz" .. ..
Mary Ann Denham
Mary Evelyn Kidd
Nancy Barret Prewitt .
Sandra Lea Sti les .
Joberta Elizabeth Wells" ..
Linda Faye Wolfe .












COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
WILLIAM A. SEAY, Dean









Robert Allen Chi les
Thomas Walter Code
Anne Coffey .
Dwight Lyman Combs, Jr.
John Durrett Craddock 111
Ben H. Crawford, Jr.
William Gex Diuguid* *
Carlton Louis Dolwick










Theodore Roosevelt Kuster. . .




















































'" Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.




George Walker Pettit" .
Sara Jane Phar" * ..






James Lee Shewmaker .
Charles Harris Slack * .
John Allen Stadler
Robert Leroy Stake lin .
Johnny Bartholomew Sullivan ..
Ralph David Tindle .. ..
Admiral Darrell VanFleet .
Kenny Lane Wade** ..
Stewart McLean Watson * *
Carl B. Wells ......





















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS!
NAME ADDRESS
Susan Dean Allen Madisonville
Virginia Lee Allen. . Frankfort
Judith Reed Board" Lexington
Esther Janette Brown** . Stanford
Margaret Nooe Carey .. . Lexington
Veronica Deloria Carmack. . .. Berea
Linda Sue Compton. Lexington
Nada Orene Dillard Berry" * .. Wilmore
Mary Jo Dixon * * Independence
Chery le Nelson Ertel Covington
Patricia Jo Foley................ Owingsville
Sarah Jarrell Gilbert Hazard
Anda Lou Penn Gouge Lexington
Patricia Ann Hager Hodgenville
Karen Marie Hanks.. . San Diego, Calif.
Bonita Mattingly Hatfield . Marion
Catharine E. Hepner" * W. Alexandria, O.
Judith Ann Hilliard Clinton
Helen Elizabeth Jones Walton
Ann Elaine Kefly* Falmouth
Dianne S. McQuary................. Brandenburg
Betty Faye Neely" * .. Frazer
Frances Lynn Parli. Arlington, Va.
Carol Baker Parrish** . Winchester
* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31,1964.










Barbara Ann Whitacre *










"Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
*. Degree awarded July 31,1964.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ROBERT EZEKIEL SHAVER, Dean








Luther C. Godbey" *
Linus Ross Walton
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING!
NAME
William Douglas Coleman ..
William Lawrence Crutcher .....
Elbert Clyde Doyle, Jr.
Thomas Jerome Embry
Harold Burke Frodge .
Ronald Robert London
Daniel Nohl Myers .
Gerald William Powell .




















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING!
NAME ADDRESS
M. Ashraf Ali** Satkhira, Pakistan
Mark Sheldon Anderson" . . . Lexington
Robert R. Applegate* . Grayson
Clyde Parris Baldwin . .. Frankfort
Buddy Alan Beach ... Franklin
James Nicholas Birch .... Fern Creek
William Young Bivins Greenville
Roger Blair Lexington
James Hardy Bond* . Bowling Green
Charles H. Briggs . Florence
Solomon Cook . Corbin
William Claude Cornette, Jr. * . . Lexington
Roger Thomas Crittenden* . Frankfort
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.




James Wi lIiam Di lis








Paul French Haggard* *
John Burnette Hipsher"
George Anthony Howell, Jr.
Don Colin Kelly
John Thomas McGinnis 111
Reze Malekzadeh*




Thomas Milton Rachford" * ...
BillyJoe Reed*
Dallous Reed, Jr. * *
Ronald Wayne Rister"
William Garner Stamper" .
Robert Lowell Tooley
James W. Turner" .
Robert Cecil Tussey, Jr. *










































Robert Beeson Brown *
Teddy Ronald Brown .
James Forga Caldwell*















• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31,1964.




Ermal Ray Curd ....
Charles Edwards Denton, Jr.
Carl M. Elam
William Hurley Fleming** ....






Jo Carol Johnson" ...
Lloyd E. Johnson
Donald Woodrow Jones**
















Robert Ernest Ratcliff* *
Bolivar Bernard Reamy* *
Wilson Morgan Routt, Jr. *
Kelly David Sanderson
Ronald Leon Steedly ....
James D. Stout
John Richard Sweeney* *
Larry Wayne Thompson
Ben Franklin Wash ....
Gilbert Herndon Whittaker*




















































* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31, 1964
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred
ments are met.




Eugene Corbet Baker ..
Thomas Ray Dever
Ronald Dean Eartev" .
Glenn Dale Easterling* ..
Thomas Ray Gaffin"
Lewis Boyd Gaines .
Harold Lloyd Halfhill .
Donald Ray Harris** .. .
Claude Bernard Hoffmeyer, Jr ..






James Bennett Noe * ......
Thomas Howard O'Daniel*
Clyde William Owens
Darrell Kent Parrish .
Thomas Speed Reece * *
Ronald Lee Shelton*
Luther Franklin Talley


























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERINGt
NAME
James Herron Barker" ..





Kenneth Werner Stephenson" .















George Edwin Harvey, Jr. * *
John James Kinsler ...
John Robert Mcintosh
Frank Michitti *
George Walton Strong *










* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred ,]5 of May 10, 1965, jf all require-
ments are met.
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWSt 
NAME ADDRESS 
Robert Matthews Alexander .................................................................. L!'!xington 
Fredrick Jerome Anderson .................................................................... Lexington 
James Garrett Anderson Ill ........................................ ~· ················ Beckley, W. Va. 
Kenneth Starling Baker .......................... ....... ... .................... ............ .... Lexington 
Robert William Baxter** ........................................................................ Stanford 
Richard P. Blandford .............................................................................. Lebanon 
John Richard Bozeman .......................................................................... Lexington 
l<:enneth Herbert Breslow ............................................................. Fairlawn, N. J. 
Harry St. G. T. Carmichael Ill ............................................................. _. Lexington 
Tommy Wayne Chandler* .......................................................................... Dixon 
Ralph Lovell Collins" .......... ... ....................... ... ..................................... Lexington 
Michael Evans Conover .... _ .................................................................. Harrodsburg 
Johnny Marvin Coy ............................................ -.................................. Richmond 
David Michael Coyle .............................................................................. Frankfort 
Carl Gene Cunnagin .... ......................................... ................................. Lexington 
Wilbur Earl Dean, Jr.* ...................................................................... Harrodsburg 
John M. Dixon, Jr .... ... ........................................................................ Oak Grove 
Cecil Farra Dunn ...................................... _ ............................................ Richmond 
Sidney Easley ............................................................................................ Murray 
Richard Lane Elam ....... .... ............................. ........... ................... ...... Winchester 
Paul .Edward Fagan* ................ . _, .. .......................................................... Richmond 
Bruce Gilb·ert Gallagher · ................................................................ Menasha, Wis. 
Larry Dougl_as Garmon ............................................................................ Glasgow 
James Lucien Gay .................................................................................. Versailles 
William Henry Charles Gerlach ............................................................ Lexington 
Jack Kenneth Giles .................................................................................... Harlan 
Mark Edward Gormley .......................................................................... Lexington 
C. Thomas Greene,. . ...... _ ......................................... ............................... Lexington 
Ronald Lee Grimm ........................................ ...................................... Alexandria 
Joseph D . . Ha~kins .............................. _ .................................................. Lexington 
Norman Elliott Harned ............................................................................... Boston 
Thomas Edward Harris .......................................................................... Lexington 
Bennie Joe Harrison .............................................................................. Lexington 
Marvin Lee Henderson• .. ......... ............................................. ..... ........... Lexington 
Julian Boiscoe Heron, Jr .......... -......................................................... Nicholasville 
Paul Edward Hieronymus .................................................................... Barbourville 
Donald Joseph Hrabovsky** ................................................................ Lexington 
James L. Hummeldorf ................................................................. : ........ Lexington 
Harold Thomas Hurt ....................................... , ............................. ........... Murray 
• Degree awarded December _19, 1964. 
••Degree ·awarded July 31, 1964. 
t Degrees not- previously awarded will be conferred as of May l 0, 1965, If all require-
ments are met. 
38 
NAME ADDRESS 
Carol Winfi'eld Johnson * ..... .... ...... ....... .. ... ..... .... .. ....... .. .. .. .. ... .. ..... . Kirkmansville 
Graddy Williams Johnson ..... .. .... ..... .. .. ..... .... .... ... .. ... .. ... ...... .. .. .... .... .... Lexin!lJtOn 
Sidney Clay Kinkead, Jr.* ...... ...... .... ... ... ...... ........ ... ...... ....... ....... ...... ... Lexington 
William G. Kohlhepp . ...... ........ ... .... ... ... ....... ....... ..... .... ... .... ........ ........ .. Covington 
Richard Hayes Lewis .. .... ... ... ... .... .. .. .. .. ..... ..... .. .... ...... ....... .... ... ..... .... ...... Princeton 
John Robert Livingston .. .. .. ........ ... .... ..... ........ ..... ...... .. ... ... .... ... .. ... .. ..... Lexington 
Titus G. Lyle .. .... .. ........ ... .... ... .. ...... .... ... .. ..... ...... ........ .... ... ...... ........ ..... Cave City 
John Mitchell McCausland . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . Lexington 
Paul Liston Madden* ......... ..... .. .. ...... .... ........ ..... ..... ...... ......... .. .... ...... ... Lexington 
Sidney Russell Marshall, Jr . ... .... .... ... .. .. ..... ....... ...... .... ........ ...... .. ... .... ... .. Frankfort 
William Lee Marshall* .. .... .... ... .. ... ... ... ..... .. ... ..... .. .. .. ......... ...... .. .... .. Lexington 
(hades Lewis Mathis, Jr ..... .... .. .......... ... .... .... ... ....... .. .. ... ... .. ...... ..... .. .. Shelbyville 
Charles Michael Miller ........... .... .... ..... ...... ...... .... ..... ... .. ..... ...... .. ......... Bardstown 
Thomas Scott Miller .... . .... ... ... .... ... .. ....... .... ....... ......... .. ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... .. Campton 
George William Mills ... ........ .... .. .. ... ..... ... ...... .... ... ...... ... ... .. .. ... ......... . Madisonville 
Michael Rabe Moloney .. .... .. .... ... .. ...... .. ......... ...... ...... .. .. ....... .. ...... ......... Lexington 
William Chenault Morton* .. ..... ... .. .. .... .. , ....... ... ...... ............. ...... ..... ....... Lexington 
Donald Streeter Muir . .......... .... .. .... .... ..... ... ....... ... ... ..... ..... ... .... ....... .. Gilbertsville 
Luther Nilson Norene* ..... .... .... ... ...... .... .. .. ... ...... .. ... ..... ..... . . Pleasure Ridge ,Park 
Stephen Noland Palmer ... ..... ... .. ...... .......... ........ .... .... .. ......... .. ...... ...... .. Lexington 
Charles Lowell Quindry* ... ...... ..... .... .... ...... ...... ... .. .. .. ... ... ................ .... . Lexington 
~r~~~ri~~~~inR~~~!~~~~~·~··.·.·.-. : : :: ·.:·.:·::.: : :::·.:·.:: : :: ::: :: :: ::::::·.::::::: ·. :::::::::·. :: :".".: :. ~~hn~~~~ 
Shelton Marshall Saufley Ill* ... .. .... ......... .. ............. ........ .......... .. ... ... ..... Richmond 
James A. Scott II ... ... ........ ... ...... ... ........ ....... ... .. .... ... .... ... ... ..... .... ...... .... Lexington 
Charles Edward Stevenson, Jr . ........................... ..... ... .. ......................... Covington 
John Mason Stuard .. ... ........... ...... ...... ... .... ..... ................. .... ......... ... ...... Lexington 
Arnold Starling Taylor .. .... ....... ...... ...... ....... .. ...... ... .... ...... ....... ...... ... .... .. Covington 
Elias Henry Tingle, Jr.• ...... .. ... ........... ........ .. ..... . ... ...... .... .. ........... Frankford, Del. 
Paul K. Turner• ...... ....... ... ..... .... ...... ....... .. ... ...... .. ... ........ .. ......... . Dawson Springs 
Thomas Earl Utley, Jr . ... .. . ....... ... ...... ...... .... .. ..... .. ... .... .. .... .... .. .. .... .. Augusta, Ga . 
Alex M. Warren, Jr ..... ........ ........ ... ... ...... .. ....... ..... ........ ... ......... ... .... ... Lexington 
William L. Wiesman .... ..... ... .............. .. ..... ....... ...... .. ... .... ..... .. .. .... .. ... ... Lexington 
Daniel Turner Yates ........ ... .... ............... ... .... ...... .... ....... .. .... ....... .. ... ... . Lexington 
Eberhard Frederick Zopp* .......... ...... ... ....... ... .... .. ..... .. ....... .. .. ... .... .. ... ... Lexington 
•Degree awarded December 19, 1964. 
••Degree awarded July 31, 1964. 
39 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
LYMAN VERNON GINGER, Dean













Ruby C. Amburoev" *
Ellen Elaine Anderson
William Henry Antonini, Jr.
Marlene Ann Armstrong
Nancy M. Arnold
































History ... Shelbyville, Ind.
................. History Risner
.... Elementary Education Paris
..Modern Foreign Languages Risner
......... Elementary Education ...... Lexington
..... Elementary Education Elizabethtown
... Health and Physical Education Lexington
..... English, History Bearville
..... Art Beckley, W. Va.
.. .. History Shively
.. History, English Covington
... Elementary Education Lexington




......... Elementary Education Dayton, O.
.. Elementary Education Barbourville
... Mathematics lsom
....... Social Studies Lexington
..... Elementary Education Lexington
...... Elementary Education Dayton, O.
..... English Bellevue
.English Owensboro
.... Elementary Education Mt. Sterling
.. Health and Physical Education Pineville
.Elementary Education Lexington
.. Elementary Education Ann Arbor, Mich.
.. French Cynthiana
... Art Irvine
.. Elementary Education Amburgey
... Elementary Education S. Ft. Mitchell
.. Biological Sciences Lexington
* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
t Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred as of May 10, 1965, if all require-
ments are met.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
Anne Clo Bippus" , Elementary Education Greenville
Leila Ann Bitting Elementary Education Louisville
Robert John Blake, Jr.** Science Lexington
Daniel Gardner Boeh* * Science Bellevue
Anne Isabel Bomesberger History Wellesley, Mass.
Sharee Mae Bowen .. , Elementary Education Lincoln, Nebr.
Elizabeth Anne Boys Health and Physical Education Lexington
Lee Wayne Bramlage Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Marchant Brenz .Elementary Education Lampe, Mo.
Marian Judith Broadus Elementary Education Lexington
Marjorie Benefield Brookshire Elementary Education Lexington
Charles Verlan Bryant Health and Physical Education Evarts
Elizabeth Farnsworth Buchanan Elementary Education Franklin, Tenn.
Edmund T. Bullock* * Health and Physical Education Lexington
Susan Staley Burckle Health and Physical Education Lexington
Carole Ann Burdon** Elementary Education Corydon
Joseph Wilson Burgess* English Beaver Dam
James Keller Burns** ..English Lexington
Donna Faith Bush Elementary Education Franklin, Tenn.
Sally Walton Bush Elementary Education Wauwatosa, Wis.
Mary Lynn Bushart Elementary Education Fulton
Ronald Eugene Butler. . History .. Madisonville
Linda Mirando Cardwell* Biological Sciences Louisville
Joyce Allen Carl* Elementary Education Lexington
Juanita Marie Carr** English, Speech and
Dramatic Arts Louisville
Karen Christine Carter Elementary Education Louisville
Peggy Ann Carter Elementary Education Cincinnati, O.
Thomas Hummel Castlen "" Elementary Education New Richmond, O.
Etta Jane Caudill* Health and Physical Education Morehead
Phyllis Embrey Caywood* Elementary Education Lexington
Mildred Lewis Chipps .. Social Studies . Marion
Ann Callaway Christian Elementary Education Sturgis
Lillian Eugenia Clark English Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Maie Wall Clark Elementary Education Cynthiana
Ronald Lee Cole . . Mathematics Danville
William Lee Cooper" Biological Sciences, Geography Louisville
John Grafton Corwin** Social Studies Newburgh, N. Y.
Dana Newman Courtney Biological Sciences Lexington
Darrell Thomas Cox .. Health and Physical Education,
Special Education Miami, Fla.
Shirley Anne Cox" .. Elementary Education Owensboro
Carolyn Ingles Cramer .English, Latin ,......................... Lexington
Jane Furr Crittenden ..History Lexington
Lynn Ann McTavish Crosson Science Unionville, Pa.
Susan Jayne Crouch Social Studies Columbus, Ind.
Gwendolyn Read Crow Elementary Education Scottsville
Marilyn Crowe" . History Richmond
Charles W. Curry .. , History, Political Science .. Delbarton, W. Va.
* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.













Lois Jean Dotson" *






Mary Page Clark Estes
Ella Jean Ethington*
Dorothy C. Everage * *


























Lois Spilman Gutman* *
MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
............. Elementary Education Annadale, Va.
.Geography, English Lexington
.... Elementary Education Martin
... Elementary Education Shelbyville
... History Louisville
...... Health and Physical Education Lexington
........ Science Liberty
.... History Lexington
......... Bioloqica! Sciences Louisville
...... Elementary Education Lexington
..... Commerce McCarr
..Art Virgie
.... Special Education, History Lexington
....... Biological Sciences Maceo
........ History Hodoenvt lie
.History, English Lexington
....... English Ludlow
... Social Studies Russellville
.......... Elementary Education Midway
..... Elementary Education Hindman
... Biological Sciences, Mathematics .. Lexington
.......... Elementary Education Hamilton, O.
....... Elementary Education Lexington
.. History Mt. Vernon
..... Music Lexington
....... Social Studies. Lexington
........ Elementary Education Benham
... Business Education Jenkins
.. Health and Physical Education Versailles
........ Biological Sciences Blacksburg, Va
... English, History Louisville
... Business Education Cumberland
.. Elementary Education Kankakee, III.
.... Elementary Education Lexington
... Social Studies Hazard
Elementary Education Glasgow
........ Elementary Education Henderson
...... Elementary Education Ann Arbor, Mich.



















• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
linda J. Guy Mathematics Louisville
Edwin P. Hall** Mathematics, English Georgetown
Juda Holbrook Hall Biological Sciences Lexington
M. Elaine Hamilton History Charleston, W. Va.
Mahla K. Hankins Elementary Education Lexington
Carol C. Hems" English Elizabethtown
M. Sue Harris Spanish Pikeville
Rebecca Ann Harris Elementary Education Somerset
Arnetta Howard Hart Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
Nancy Elaine Haskell Elementary Education Cedar Grove, N. J.
Jane Evelyn Havens Spanish, Sociology Cincinnati, O.
Carolyn Ruth Goar Heath History Chesterfield, Mo.
Thomas W. Heath" History Louisville
Billie Jo Hedges . Elementary Education Middletown
Carol Jean Heilman* ..Elementary Education Lexington
Brenda Karen Heller Elementary Education Ashland
Penny D. Hertelendy Elementary Education Louisville
Gail E. Hewitt Biological
Sciences Rolling Hills Estates, Calif.
Marilyn Sue Hickman English Frankfort, O.
Wanda Barnes Hill** Elementary Education Erlanger
Wanda Elizabeth Hogg History, English Lexington
Lydia Lou Holder English E. Alton, 111.
Lois Witten Hornbeck * Chemistry Lexington
William Jackson Howell* Health and Physical Education Blakely, Ga.
Barbara Ann Huck Elementary Education Parkersburg, W. Va.
Janet Jane Huffman Elementary Education Lexington
Sally Lindner Humphries Social Studies Hinsdale, III.
Paul Berton Hunter Mathematics, Physics Mousie
Nancy Glynn Hurt .. .. Special Education Frankfort
Elissa York Hussey History, Special Education Lexington
Betty Lou Hutchinson* Elementary Education Alexandria
Charles F. Ishmael Health and Physical Education .. Mt. Sterling
Lucy Darlene Jackel Elementary Education Irvington
Carol Wilson Jackson Elementary Education Auburn, Ala.
Julia Lee Jackson English Erlanger
Ann Dulaney Jacobs Health and Physical
Education
linda Holmes Jagoe Elementary Education
Judy Ann Jenkins Elementary Education
Caroline Page Jennings Elementary Education
Barbara Jane Jessie Elementary Education
Lynn B, Johnson" Elementary Education
Delilah Ruth Dunesmore Jones Elementary Education
Beverly Sue Jordan** Ele.nenterv Education
Maxine Sue Collins Karsner** Biological Sciences
Mary Lou Kearns** Elementary Education
Marcia Sue Kells Spanish, Library Science
• Degree awarded December 19. 1964












Lewiston, N. Y .
NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Mary Frances Kessinger" ... English
Mary Judith Kidwell. .. ..Elementary Education
Cornelia Ann King Elementary
Education
Sue Morrow Klingner Elementary Education
Ella Janice Koger"" .Elementary Education
Sharlene Maria Laffoon .Elementary Education
JoAnn Janet Laise"" .Blolostcal Sciences
Laurence Lou Laise .. Biological Sciences
Charlene Cox Landes"" Chemistry, German
Ann Carol Langdon .. English .
Linda Luray Larimore Political Science, History
Dorothy Kathleen Lauder" Biological Sciences .
Marie H. Lavender"" Elementary Education
Clayta Rae Leffler Elementary Education
Grace Byron Leffler ,Elementary Education
Mary Louise Lewis Elementary Education
Wanda Sue Lewis History
Marilynn M. Lewter Elementary Education
George Edward Litteral French, English
Corey R. Lock . English
Frances Jean Logan .. Elementary Education
Judith Anne Lovelace Health and Physical Education
Janice Lynn Lowrey .. Speech and Drama
Carole Ellen Loyd" Elementary Education
Nancy Holt Luckett"" Elementary Education .
Priscilla Jane McBride .English
Barbara Ellen McConnell.. . .. Elementary Education
Judy Carroll McDaniel"" English
Carol Patricia McDonough .. Elementary Education
Carolyn Mae McFarron .. Elementary Education
Lorene Kay Mcintire"" Business Education
Marcia Kaye McKinzie .Elementary Education
Patricia E. McLaughlin" .. English
Mildred S. McParland"" .Elementary Education
Delza Maggard. ... . Health and Physical Education
William Edward Mahan'" Biological Sciences
Alice Wilson Manchikes .English
Amonda R. Mansfield .. . Elementary Education
Kathleen Ann Manyet .Elementary Education
Elsie White Marcum"" Mathematics
Janet Harriett Marshall .Elementary Education








judith Kathryn Matheny .
Rosemary Mathis .
"Degree awarded December 19. 1964 .
















































































NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Nancy Lee Mayer* English
Anna Louise Meece* Elementary Education
Catherine Melin . Art .
Anita W. Mersack Elementary Education
Susan E. Metzger* * History .
Barbara Sue Meyers** Elementary Education
Sandra Meyers .. .English, History
Rebecca Rae Miller Elementary Education
Mary McCabe Morgan Elementary Education
Donna Sue Moyer ...... .Elementary Education
Helen Joan Mullins* * Elementary Education
Barbara Ellen Murphy Elementary Education
Dorothy Thompson Musgrave* Elementary Education
Gloria Jean Nalepa Geography
Mary Ann Nathan Art .
Nanine J. Neal Elementary Education
Harold Glenn Newman* Biological Sciences
Elizabeth C. Nichols** Elementary Education
Dan William Omlor** English .
Marilyn Rae Orme * * Elementary Education
Suzanne Marie Ortynsky Elementary Education
Mary Wells Overbey Elementary Education
Judy C. H. Owens" '" Elementary Education
Durmus Ali Ozcelik Elementary Education
Diane Rosemary Papa .. Elementary Education
Nancy Lee Park** Physical Education ..
Jimmie Clark Parrott English
Lena Jeanette Parsons" .Elementary Education
Jo Ann Hudson Pate" English
Suzanne Head Peal " Business Education
Ilene Frances Pearce Special Education,
English ... Spring Lake Heights, N. J.
H. Robert Peper" History Louisville
Thelma Cote Peper" History Louisville
Jarrett Dell Perry .. .. English Williamstown
Susan Lea Perry" Eng!lsh Elizabethtown
Carol Jean Pheifer English Maceo
Jeanette Rigg Pierce""" Elementary Education Berry
Jennie Lee Pope. . Special Education Louisville
linda B. Harris Powell* Elementary Education Lexington
Virginia Sue Powell English Lexington
Sarah Duff Powers English Richmond, Ind.
David Stewart Prater .Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Lexington
........... Elementary Education Winchester
...... Elementary Education Lyndon
.Elementary Education Lexington





* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
"e Deqree awarded July 31,1964.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
Jack Duane Purvis * * Mathematics Eminence
Susan Johnatha Ramey Elementary Education Lexington
Patricia Ann Rankin* .. Biological Sciences Stanford
Sharon Edstrom Rawls Elementary Education Lexington
Patsy Ann Reed .Elementary Education Danville
Nancy Leigh Reinhardt Elementary Education Ridgewood, N. J.
William Louis Reinig, Jr. . English, Russian Lexington
Anna Sue Remmele* Elementary Education Ashland
Susan D. Rhodes" Elementary Education Paducah
Daniel Howard Rice Special Education La Grange
Anita Marie Richardson Elementary Education Portsmouth, Va'.
Margaret A. Richardson** Elementary Education Franklin, O.
Carol Ann Rizk German, English Louisville
Michael E. Robinson * .History . Lexington
Curtis O. Rose" Health and Physical Education Paris
Margaret M. Rose * * Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Ellen Ross Biological Sciences Ashland
Patricia Marian Rothrock Elementary Education Louisville
Martha Carolyn Royse* Elementary Education Lexington
Beverly K. Samuels. .Elementary Education Lebanon Junction
Gretchen Lee Sandbach Chemistry Springfield, Va.
Helen Ann Sauser .Elementary Education Melbourne
Mary Jessamine Sauls** .. Elementary Education . Wilmore
Carol Ann Sawyer. .Elementarv Education Mt. Carmel, IJI.
Susan Sawyer Special Education Elizabeth City, N. C.
Eugene Gilbert Sayre** History. Florence
Judith Wentzell Schad** English, History Lexington
Larry Joseph Schad* * History Lexington
Mildred Lee Schirmer" * Elementary Education Frankfort
Brenda Carol Schooler Elementary Education Frankfort
Sharon Griffin Schultz .Social Studies Lexington
Betty Schumacher Special Education Louisville
Alice Joan Scott History Elizabethtown
Sandra Sue Scott Elementary Education Cumberland
Ima Jean Secchi** Elementary Education Burgin
Mary Ann Seibert. .History Louisville
Gayle Linnell Short. . Special Education Louisville
Glenda Joyce Simmons** .. Biological Sciences Lexington
Donna Marie Simpson* Elementary Education Lexington
Carolyn Anne Sims Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Pamela Jeanette Smith History Winchester
Vorace Ray Smith Mathematics Benham
Mary M. Smyth Elementary Education Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Nancy Jane Spare Elementary Education S. Ft. Mitchell
Linda Jane Sparks Elementary Education Lexington
Frances Ophelia Speight Elementary Education Fulton
Ruth Ann Spencer Health and Physical Education Scottsville
Karen Sue Spicer Elementary Education Trenton, O.
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
*. Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
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NAME MAJOR OR AREA
Jane Shearer Squtfflet " Special Education





.. Health and Physical Education,
History
Glenna Rose Stewart" Elementary Education
Kay Shannon Stone Biological Sciences
Viola T. Stratton** Elementary Education
Agnes Dianne Street" Elementary Education
Susan Galbraith Stumb Elementary Education
William Clark Stump** History, English
Geraldine O'Banion Sum may Elementary Education
Carl Swanger, Jr.* Business Education
Fred William Swarts History
Billie Jo Takacs Art
Susan Drahmann Tarvin Elementary Education
Rebecca Grace Tavlor " Business Education
Annie Laurie Thompson * * Elementary Education
Jessie Anne Thompson Biological Sciences
Judith Katherine Tobin** French
Juanita June Webb Todd" Elementary Education
Patricia Green Trabandt Elementary Education
Ronald Lee Trabandt History
Clenon Turner .. Biological Sciences
Billie Jean VanHook** History
Gwenda Faye Van Meter** Elementary Education
Roberta Gail Vincent* * Elementary Education
Carol Ann Vollmar* Elementary Education
Martha Gooch Waddill** Elementary Education
Billie Anne Walker Social Studies
Diana Harrison Wall Biological Sciences
Theodore Bronston Walter History
Rosamond Begley Ward* * Elementary Education
Katherine Embry Ware Elementary Education
Michele Rose Watson English
Margaret Brong Webb Elementary Education
Linda Roy Whiteaker* Biological Sciences
Richard Anthony Williams** Elementary Education
Susan Kay Williams Elementary Education
Barbara Audrine Wilson** Elementary Education
Brenda Sterritt Wilson Health and Physical Education
Miriam Gerber Wilson Elementary Education
Jacqueline Lee Wood* Health and Physical
Education
Jolinda Doyle Wood Elementary Education
Jo Ellen Stamper
Rebecca White Stamper
Arnita Clark Stephens" *
John Paul Stephens
• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.


















































Carolyn Ann Woodward* *
Madge Etta Worsham





MAJOR OR AREA ADDRESS
.Spectal Education Louisville
...... Elementary Education Lexington
.Biological Sciences Lexington
....... Elementary Education Lexington
....... English. . Ft. Bragg, N. C.
............... Business Education ... Bay Shore, N. Y.
..... Health and Physical Education Lyndon
** Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
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COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
ROBERTWILLIAM RUDD, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE!
NAME
Ivai Eugene Acra
Jerry Francis Adams, Jr.
John Rutledge Adams ..
Richard Wayne Adams .
DonaldR. Albrecht , ..
Lawton Ray Allen *
John Alexander Bailey
Brenda Kay Ball
Lee Burgen Beckham * *
Bonnie Stone Bell
William Thomas Birdwhistell
Kendall Edward Bocard, Jr.








"Robert LeRoy Catlett, Jr., ** .
Richard Martin Chamberlain
Jimmie Dale Clark






Linda Gail Coulter ...
Jerry Lee Crick
Susan Bohne Cummins"













































• Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded july 31, 1964.







Marvin Estill Embry, Jr."" .
Harvey George Ershig"
Edward W. Fliecauf"
Jerry Ray Fredertc" "
Paul Hughes Fridell"
Jonathan Stuart Gaciala
Joseph John Galati .
James Robert Gardner, Jr."





Jon Robert Halsall" "
Thomas Carlton Hankins
William Holliday Harkins .
Jo Ann Holloway Helton"" ..
Larry Lee Henry""
Ronald Douglas Hockensmith .
Edward Richard Hodgetts, Jr.
Charles Edmund Holmes"
Joseph Martin Hood
Jordan Elbert Horne, Jr ...
Carl Edward Hosea, Jr.
Michael Spencer Houlihan ..
Raymond Letcher Hunt
James Robert Hutchison, Jr."" .
William Matt Irion .
George William Irvine""
James Goodwin Isaacs .. ..
Leonard Thomas Jarvis" ..
Ann Conn Johnson .. ..








Spencer Ray Konicov"" .
Ian Crawford Gow Laughlin"
James William Leslie""











................. Yonkers, N. Y.
.. Jamestown, N. Y.
.......... Williamsburg
Lexington




































• Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
** Degree awarded July 31,1964.
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NAME ADDRESS
Stephen Edward Lile Hopkinsville
Harry Dale Lindle* . Ludlow
Rufus Lisle, Jr.** Lexington
James Robert Lykins* Lexington
John David McCann Winchester
Richard Charles McCoy................. Parkersburg, W. Va.
Sue Kay Miller McDonald Lexington
John Frank McCreary* . Tompkinsville
Ray Kirk McFarland Owensboro
James Alan McHatton. Evansville, Ind.
Robert Rihn McNamara Elizabethtown
Kenneth Thorn Marquette, Jr. * Falmouth
Gary Gard MarshalJ* Covington
Dudley Alfred Martin Covington
Richard Julian Martin* Lexington
Robert Cutter Matlock, Jr. * Owensboro
James Clark May* * St. Albans, W. Va.
Thomas Larry Meuth* Henderson
Arthur Griffin Meyer. Lexington
Ronald Jules Michaux* * Lexington
Mary Catherine Milam Louisville
Carol Lynn Miller* . Harned
James Claude Miller III Campbellsville
Robert Joseph Mischel Owensboro
James Hassel! Moran* . Orlando, Fla.
James Ernest Nelson** Cincinnati, O.
Hieu Thi Nguyen .. Saigon, S. Viet Nam
Thomas Augustine Noe III Russellville
Beverly Wells Oates Louisville
Rebecca Sandefur Oldfield Horse Branch
Richard Herbert Oris.. Cleveland Heights, O.
Judith Carol Parrent Eddyville
Frederick R. Parsons London
William Alfred Penn Cynthiana
Joseph Allan Peters Winchester
Elizabeth Myers Pope " Bowling Green
Curtis Gale Quindry Fairfield, III.
Bradley Rogers Ransom Barlow
Robert William Ray W. Newton, Pe.
Frank Reaves, Jr. * * Lexington
Donald Douglas Reichenbach Mt. Sterling
Stella Ann Renaker . La Grange
Thomas Jennings Ressler Louisville
George Robert Reynolds Lexington
John Wi!! Richardson Berea
Ann Louise Ringwalt Louisville
Gerald Lewis Robrnsone ' Lexington
James Lee Rogers Lexington
Molly Patricia Rucker Paducah
~ Degree awarded December 19. 1964.





Clifton Allen Sexton, Jr.
Cratis Maxwell Shannon" '"
Francis Bryant Shannon
Harry Uriah Sherrard'"
Don Roger Slmmons ""
Arthur David Simon '"
Gary Randall Slone"














Douglas Joseph Von Allmen
Robert Bruce Waddle'"




Joana Ellen Welch" '"
Robert Lamar Witt'"
'" Degree awarded December 19, 1964.



































A. C. GLASSER, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACyt
NAME ADDRESS
Frank Ronald Becker Louisville
Joseph Allen Bohn Bardstown
Teddy Wayne Cash Madisonville
Jerald Thomas Cook Central City
Patsy Ann Cummins Mt. Vernon
Helen Lisanby Danser Madisonville
Ralph Glenn Deitemeyer . Dayton
Jerry Morris Goode Springfield
Tim Marrs Heilman Tompkinsville
Cloyd Jennings Johnson Lexington
Robert Jesse Knott. Paducah
Rosemary Moore McDowell
David Larry Nation Owensboro
Freddie Murrell Norris Glasgow
Myron C. Patrick Frankfort
Kenneth Wayne Quire Valley Station
James Lewis Reynolds Lexington
Sally Morgan Rosdeutscher Pineville
Daniel Boone Salyer Lexington
Delmas Fredrick Saunders Prestonsburg
Phyllis Nickell Saunders Huntington, W. Va.
Joseph Arthur Scott Springfield
Robert William Stone Glasgow
Stephen Lee webbr Lexington
James Dennis Yates Lexington
t Degrees not prevloualv awarded will be conferred as of May 10, 1965, if all require-
ments are met.
t Degree awarded as of August 21, 1964.
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
WILLIAM R. WILLARD, Vice President and Dean




Theodore Merrill Beck .
Henry Stewart Beeler, Jr.
Benjamin Street Bell
James Roy Biggs, Jr.




Frederick Gerald Cox .
Lucy Salmon Crain .
Francis Marion Criswell
Victor Joseph DiOrio, Jr.
James Howe Fuller











Harold Victor Markesbery .
Franklin David Master






Gerald Lee Points II



















































William Harry Wagner, Jr .....
Raymond Douglas Wells
Charles Omar Wilson, Jr .











MARCIA A. DAKE, Dean










Eleanor Jean Kabler ..
Wanda Fishback Kafoglis















































** Degree awarded July 31,1964




CHARLES P. GRAVES, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTUREt
NAME




Nathan Samuel Nunley .....
William Anthony Pool, Jr.
Mark Wellington Steele ...












* Degree awarded December 19, 1964.




Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing .2 higher than the three-year re-
quirement.
GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
Slade L Carr, Jr.**
Thomas Hummel Castlen**
Mary Lou Kearns**














Arnita Clark Stephens * *
Glenna Rose Stewart"































* Degree awarded December 19, 1964 .
•• Degree awarded July 31, 1964.
































































Patricia Green T rabandt








Honors in Music-Michael B. Sells"
.. Degree awarded December 19, 1964.
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM*












La rry Wayne Thompson
Wende Joyce Winters
.. Degree will be awarded with University Honors if required scholastic standing is at-
tained.
** Degree and Honors awarded December 19, 1964.
I
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallions
The award is made to one man and one woman of the grad-
uating class of the University of Kentucky each year and to one
other person who is not a student of the University, who need
not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall
have some interest in, association with or relation to the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this
form of recognition obviously appropriate.
Mrs. Herman L. Donovan
Sandra Kay Brock
Keith W. Hagan
This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 has heard the charge and taken the
accompanying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-
latian ta the University, to the State and to life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should
stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat this
pledge with me:
The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard if as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge mysel/ to the service
01 God and my lellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Board of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
ALMA MATER'
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
• Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
The device of the University's Centennial Year was
arranged by P.]. Conkwright, Class of 1928
Adapted from the Brioschi sculpture on the campus, the
device suggests the initials of the University
The upward sweep and downward curve of its elements
indicate the University's Centennial
theme-the aspiration for achievement in the future
coupled with honor for the traditions of the past
The Centennial motto from Virgil
("Thus is achieved the stars")
bears out the theme
